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E.M CRACY: EVEN.MORE
RIGHT FOR OUR FUTURE
Democracy can transform. One-time pipe
dreams are now reality-like the fall of communism, the disintegration of the Soviet Union,
and the peaceful election of Nelson Mandela
as president of a post-apartheid South Africa.
Democracy, the grandest of social experiments,
is never finished and is rarely easy, as struggles
on every continent attest.
Pick up any newspaper on any day for the
dynamic stuff of democracy in our own country. Shifts in party control of the U.S. capitol
or statehouse, term limits, home rule, elected
school board , city councils debating budget cuts,
and public hearings over stop lights for one
neighborhood street or massive public works
projects for whole regions. These are the
distant inheritors, down through the centuries,
1 I am indebted to my colleague Nancy Gansneder for this marvelous title. Thi article is the collaboration of our Leadership
Development team members. Special thanks also go to Bob Matson,
John Pickering, Sandra Wiley, Melanie Gillies, and Carl Stenberg.

What makes
democracy unique
is that it tests
realizing its ideals
in thousands
of everyday actions
by citizens
and government.

. . ....... .......... ..... ..
from the ancient Greek 'demos' (meaning rule
of the many) versus 'aristos' (rule of the few).
Democracy is about rival forms of government-the superiority ofgovernment by, for, and
of the people to fascism, communism, or any
dictatorship. But at its most basic, democracy is
about humans and our self-government: how we
live our lives, how we conduct ourselves in the
workplace, what civilizing principles and values
we hold dear, what we share as community, and
our aspirations for a better future.
Democracy aspires to noble ends like freedom, equality, individual worth, justice, and
fairness. But so did communism. What makes
democracy unique is that it tests realizing it
ideals in thousands of everyday actions by
citizens and government. Citizens stand in the
election booth once or twice a year, but are
affected 365 days of the year by the actions of
public officials and administrative agencies.
Democracy is dynamic and responsive to
change. Our lives and those of our children will
be constantly, intimately, and inevitably linked
to change. All the information in the world today will double in the next five years. Ifour personal
lives are to thrive, society's organizations in which
we work and from which we receive services first
need to evolve, especially our governments.
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Delivering on
Democracy
is about making
arganizatianallife
better reflect the life
af free, intelligent,
capable people.

The decentralization tide in Washington,
D. C. means that the spotlight will be on Virginia
and its local governments to reform their administrative realms, just as corporate America has had to
experiment with restructuring, downsizing, and
quality management.
At the Weldon Cooper Center for Public
Service and the new Institute of Government, we
believe that every person working in a public
capacity-whether elected, appointed, careerist, or
rank-and-file-has an affirmative duty to uphold
and advance the cause of democracy. Democracy
is the one basic set ofvalues where Americans find a
consensus powerful enough to carry our rich diversity as a social strength rather than a damaging
adversity.
The Cooper Center is working together with
state and local practitioners to accomplish "High
Performance Government" that will contribute to
healthy grassroots communities for the 21st century.2 We focus mainly on the more human-scale
local governments because they can change if they
choose. Localities are the primary agents for delivering the public services that add up to a civil society:
schools, sewers, water, streets, law enforcement, fire
protection, public health, econolnic development,
and many others. We advocate a reform agenda,
especially for public administrators and local officials. Like "Reinventing Government" proponents,
we advocate: investing in people, stressing prevention rather than crisis handling, focusing on results
and outcomes instead of only inputs, and better
understanding of human nature. We go far
beyond Reinventing Government and Total Quality Management advocates who assume that
borrowing private-level prescriptions are enough (e.g.,
"government should introduce competition,
be entrepreneurial, customer-driven, and marketoriented"). Government and public service should
not be pale imitations of private enterprise, or they
will fall far short of delivering what our communities and free enterprise most need.
We do not in any way diminish the public
trust. Elected officials and public managers always
have an added charge that private managers do not
face: accountability to citizen owners, rooted in rule

I am deeply indebted to John Pickering and Robert Mat on for
(1) articulating the High Performance Organization model in their
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pioneering work at the Federal Executive Institute and the
Cooper Center and (2) their hands-on work with Virginia localities committed to excellence and continuous improvement. Dr.
Pickering is President of the Commonwealth Center for HighPerformance Organizations, Inc., a management consulting firm
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located in Charlottesville. Professor Matson is transition dir ctor
of the Institute of Government.

of law and due process. No company is like a city,
county, or town entrusted with the police power
and duty to public safety and welfare.
For a century we have lived with the contradiction ofour democracy being served by increasingly
anti~democratic ways of bureaucracy. Delivering on
Democracy is about making organizational life better
reflect the life of free, intelligent, capable people.
It is about public administration as stewardshipcommunity building to enliven civic discourse and
citizen involvement in meaningful ways that both
contribute to public policy and give people valuedriven experience in democratic processes.
Ultimately, it is about restoring public trust in the
legitimacy of our government institutions because
they deliver effective services and abide by democratic principles daily.

~T

DO YOU WANT IN YOUR
OWN "WORK LIFE?
Management thinking and practice has been revolutionized in the last few decades, both for the private
and public sector. Starting with instructions at the
bottom of this page, take a few minutes to answer
the short survey on page 3 (Figure 1) about something on which you are an ex~ert-=the~rganization
you work in and care about the most. Wby? Tbis
survey will reveal how much of what this News
Letter discusses may be directly relevant to your life.
Once you have finished, come back to this point
to see how your judgment compares to what
others say.

Instructions for Figure 1
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FIGURE 1
Profile of Organizational Characteristics
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SOURCE: Adapted from appendix 11 in The Human Organization: Its Management and Value, by Rensis Likert. Copyright 1967 by McGraw Hill, Inc.
Permission to reprint granted by the publisher.
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Many of us
are convinced our
organizations could
do bette~ but we
often think few
others would agree
with us on what
needs to be done.

DESIRED .MANAGEMENT
SYSTE.MS
Most people come up with their 'what should be'
line to the right of their 'what is' line. If your colleagues also took this survey, many would share your
opinion. This may be surprising to people. Many
of us are convinced our organizations could do better, but we often think few others would agree with
us on what needs to be done. Just articulating this
unspoken consensus can be a powerful start toward
a better organization.

DIFFERENT SYSTEMS LEAD
TO DIFFERENT RESULTS
This survey was developed in the 1960s by Rensis
Likert at the University of Michigan and was first
administered to over 3,500 organizations ofall types.
The researchers also collected objective performance
measures on every organization. Likert found that
most organizations fall into one of four basic management systems that have direct consequences for
performance as seen in Figure 2.
To the far-left on the continuum is System 1:
Exploitive, Autocratic organizations. These rely on
a top-down coercive approach and are plagued by
problems. Prisons are a classic example, with employees often feeling as alienated and trapped as the
inmates. Distrust and hostility drive labor and management into competitive camps, resulting in the
whole actually adding up to so much less than the
sum of the parts.

The second column is System 2: Benevolent,
Autocratic organizations. These bureaucracies are
the industrial-age dinosaurs, whether it is General
Motors or many state highway departments. They
are slow, cumbersome, and bound by rules, with
narrow silos of specialized functions that the hierarchy is supposed to integrate and coordinate. Those
at the top are assumed to know best and know the
most; managers may act like parents parceling out
attention, perks, and benefits. Few feel challenged
to perform at their best, especially if they don't have
a chance at moving up the ladder. With a stable
environment, results are satisfactory, but with external hardships, the parental contract becomes frayed,
because loyalty had been traded for job security,
not layoffs or RIFs (Reductions-in-Force). Even small
public agencies or family-owned businesses can have
this mentality, and there are probably more System
2 organizations than any other type.
On the right half of the continuum is
System 3: Consultative organizations. Management
has substantial trust in subordinates and delegates
a fair amount of power and control to lower levels.
Employees feel direct responsibility for and pride
in organization goals. Contrary to notions that consultation will be too slow ("Am I supposed to take
a vote every time we have a crisis?"), this workforce
is actually quicker and ready to act. Why? Because
investments have been made in education, communications, and enabling people to solve problems,
not just kick them up the ladder. There are fewer

FIGURE 2
Likert's Organizational "Systems"
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man-made crises. The organization is able to learn,
adapt, and respond to environmental changes, staying
competitive even under tough conditions.
At the far right is System 4: Participatory
organizations. The whole organization is based on
team-ness and common goals. A participant at our
Management Excellence Program offered this ethos
for his local government, "Individually we achieve,
together we excel." People constantly learn and work
together and develop a broader base of skills. High
performance is now the norm, whether in the top
successful companies that Tom Peters identified in
In Search ofExcellence or Thriving on Chaos, or the
City of Hampton which won the prestigious 1995
Optima top award for General Excellence, for stateof-the-art human resource management (chosen by
the Personnel Journal).
Many mistakenly believe that participation can
only work in a perfect world, if men (and women)
were angels, as James Madison said. Participatory
do not mean one-man, one-vote, do-whatever-youwant chaos. It means highly organized, purposeful,
accountable, and disciplined. People still have different levels ofauthority, responsibility, and expertise.
A fifth system, System Zero: Laissez Faire, was
later identified by Martin Weisbord when he examined the Likert data and his own data on hospitals.
Tbese are or anizations where people give answers
all over the chart. There is no one management system for the organization; instead it is only an umbrella
for very diverse functions with their own cultures.
What you experience depends on where you sit.

Certainly as a taxpayer, you should wish for this
shift for both public agencies and your own local
government. How else can they do more with less,
assure no breakdown in essential services, and help
create places where businesses will locate and people
will want to raise their families? But how do we get
there?
We need a paradigm shift-a change in our
mental frameworks that we all rely on every day to
be our perceptual lens on the world. We have mostly
System 1 and System 2 organizations because they
are the product ofa fundamental mindset that guided
enormous effort to make them that way. But the
history of progress is old paradigms giving way to
superior new ones.
Traditional management still exults a 19thcentury static, mechanical paradigm. Management
became a self-aware discipline in the late 19th century as people realized the incredible potential of
social systems organized on rational principles. Max
Weber articulated the ideal form of bureacracy as
the most powerful "tool" for modern mass society,
rule of law, and technology. In 1914, Frederick
Taylor published The Principles ofScientific Managemenp3, campaigning for more enlightened
management to further the Industrial Revolution.
In his efficiency gospel of "the one best way," Taylor advanced his scientific management as requiring
a "complete mental revolution" on the part of managers and workers.

THE COURAGE TO COMMIT
TO CONSISTENT SYSTEMS

PERFORMANCE
GOVERN.MENT: GETTING
TO SYSTE.MS 3 & 4

Today's Information Revolution calls for another
"complete mental revolution" for 21st century
dynamic organizations and all their members-one
that assumes System 3 and System 4 as the ideal
way (See Figure 3). Many think of their organizational paradigms either as machines to keep well-~iled
and at top efficiency or as pyramids held together
by organization charts and standard operating procedures. But think of the real pyramids in Egypt:
massive, stationary structures requiring millions of
manhours (at the cost of thousands of lives) to house
a few dead people for eternity. Can't we come up
with better images more appropriate to our own
millenium, and not 3,000 years ago?
Like the navigational gyroscope that keeps
ships, aircraft, and spacecraft on course to their destination even as change occurs all around, we need
adaptable high performance organizations that keep
their continuity, even as they change, because they
are based on shared vision and commitment. A
dynamic paradigm is needed to raise performance,

Most people say they want their organizations to
move to at least System 3 and hopefully System 4.

3 (New York: Norton), 1967.

If you really want system-wide change, you must
be ready to commit to consistency within systems.
You can look at the 'zigs and zags' in your "what is"
line as a ready way to pinpoint your successes and
where you think your organization is most behind.
But some people also have 'zigs and zags' for
their "what should be" goals. Their attitude is "Yes,
improve communications, teamwork, and motivation by all means, but let's not go so far to the right
with important matters like control, goal setting,
and decision making." These halfway measures set
up Rube Goldberg-like inconsistent systems and
dynamics that work at cross-purposes and dilute any
common message or energy.

HGH

Participatory

does not mean
one-man,
one-vote, dowhatever-youwant chaos
It means
highly organized
purposeful,
accountable,
and disciplined.

ADOPT. NE'W ORGANIZATION
AND PERSONAL PARADIGMS
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FIGURE 3
High Performance Government
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meet growing expectations, and be individually
satisfying to all participants. We have the benefit of
a half century of social science research that supports a new human resources paradigm for an educated
workforce that Taylor could not have imagined.
An organization cannot fundamentally remake
itself unless its people also have the courage to shift
their personal paradigm-their roles, their self-worth,
their beliefs about how excellence is achieved. When
a manager assumes, "my job is to be in control and
design those procedures that my subordinates can
faithfully execute," that is her old paradigm at work.
Officials fall into the "objective trap" of thinking
they have to have procedures and rules to cover everything or nothing will work. Are top public officials
and managers capable of this super-human featwhat I call the "Atlas Complex"?4 What active
role does it leave for the rest, the majority of the
workforce?

4 Deborah Roberts, "Training and the Atlas Complex in Local

Governments," Virginia Review, January/FebrualY 1995, pp. 19-22.

The new paradigm shift is changing our set
of assumptions for core values (what is good) and
profound beliefs (what is true, cause-and-effect assumptions). Many people, for example, say that
participation might be good, but they see it as a
side issue. What they need is a front-and-center
belief that a more participatory approach is the
essential way to achieve many prized ends at the
individual, group, organization, and community
levels. For instance, participation can deliver superior problem-solving, creativity, decision-making,
coordination, commitment, accountability, and
greater impact.

LOOK OUTWARD
As Figure 3 shows, the wider environment surrounds
everything an organization does. Bureaucracy performs very well under external conditions ofstability,
standardization, and long lead times. But not much
of the world acts that way anymore. Nearly every
public function wrestles with tremendously complex societal problems, demanding ingenuity and a
multi-disciplined, cross-organizational effort. The
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public agency mindset must look primarily to the
outer world and other relevant organizations to
devise effective responses to unanticipated, unavoidable change.
No Virginia financial officer or treasurer, for
example, predicted that affluent Orange County,
California would go bankrupt and lose $2 billion
because its treasurer speculated in the risky derivative market. That event immediately cost a single
county in Northern Virginia $750,000 when it went
out to finance capital projects. With open systems,
cooperative networks out-perform solos. To aid this
sharp learning curve, the Institute of Government
has made a top priority of creating a computerized
information network for all localities to spread early
alerts, share best practices, and have an "on-ramp"
to the Information Superhighway.
In this tough environment all the many stakeholders (e.g., federal and state government, business,
and citizens) keep raising the bar for what they
expect public agencies to achieve-a very tough act
to deliver.

CHANGE LEVERS
What won't suffice are the traditional, incremental
measures we have typically pursued (see Figure 3,
InterveningVariables). We aU want these good qualities: creativity, commitment, risk taking, cooperation,
and effective problem solving.
But one does not achieve them directly without first addressing what causes these symptoms.
For example, communications are bad and employee
morale is down. But why? Because the organization is too segmented into professional and functional
silos? Because the top is out of touch with the reality of the front-lines, and both fear to trust the other
with vital information? Because everyone is reacting instead ofanticipating? Because intelligent, capable
people feel powerless?
Tinkering at the edges, in this middle territory, will not get you where you want to go. Public
officials first need to address 4 "Change Levers"
capable of achieving fundamental, systemic, and
system-wide change.

1st LEVER: LEADERSHIP
At the beginning of the 20th century, researchers
were preoccupied with "great men theory," those
rare unique individuals destined for others to follow them. The 21 st century begins with the
knowledge, after thousands of research projects, that
the real focus is leadership, something many people
need to exercise for the collective enterprise to flourish.
Under our old paradigm we expected leadership to
be the sole business of those in policymaking or top
executive positions. Then we were disappointed when

they weren't heroes to rescue us. The middle of the
hierarchy was for managers, and the vast lower base
of the organization was for workers.
We suggest a different approach-shared leadership and management as everyone's business, to
differing degrees, as shown in Figure 4. A strategy
is to urge everyone to take a mental promotion, to
act as though they were personally responsible for
the whole organization and community. Instead of :
solitary heroes or authoritative directors, we focus
on helping people to exercise servant leadership as
stewards, coaches, facilitators, and enablers. The
overall direction and work product can then come
from collective best ideas and efforts.
Purposeful change will not happen unless top
leaders choose to risk believing in a new paradigm
lens as an article of faith that it will work. The
prime focus of elected councils and boards is absolutely critical work like community leadership,
accountability, and strategic visioning-with a minimum ofInicro-management. Hampton won the 1995
Optima Award because in the mid-1980s its city
council did some soul searching (what makes any
organization succeed and how do we stack up? What
strengths do we have-such as a capable workforce?
Where do we need to change?) Then the council
showed its moral courage by advocating and supporting the city manager and his team to see that
what they wanted actually happened.
For top leaders to be effective, they need to
be supported by a strong leadership system of subordinates who themselves can work as a team, whether
the leader is mayor, governor, legislator, or the CEO
of a company. In Virginia localities, elected
policymakers choose professional city managers,
county administrators, and town managers to run
the organization. They in turn hire department heads.
These top administrators see that the whole comes
together: they have a dual role of both management
and leadership.
This innovative mindset can be quite threatening to senior managers who have grown up and
prospered in autocratic organizations, but now are
asked to change their own management style.
Arlington's personnel director made the transition
because he realized" it was the right thing to do for
our organization and it was professionally sound."
Compared to 18 months ago, 90% of his time is
now spent differently, with 40% devoted to important issues for the future.
Power dynamics shift from control to commitment and empowerment. As many traditional
management tasks are pushed down into the organization, top adminstrators must first ensure that
delegation will be successful by enabling these people
to take on new responsibilities. All employees, even

An organization
cannot
fundamentally
remake itself
unless its people
also have the
courage to shift
their personal
paradigm-their
roles, their selfworth, their beliefs
about how
excellence is
achieved.
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The 21 st century
begins with the
knowledge that
the real focus
is leadership,
something many
people need
to exercise
for the collective
enterprise
to flourish.

FIGURE 4
Leadership vs. Management (Focus of Attention)
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first line workers, can contribute to the work ofleadership, and share more self-management
responsibility. Chesterfield officials, for instance,
recently saluted county employees for winning the
1994 U. S. Senate Productivity and Quality Awards
for Virginia.

2 nd LEVER: VISION & VALUES
Public employees need to make their jobs valuerich. They need to reject the "bureaucrat" label. Max
Weber's ideal official of 1900 was "without hatred
and passion, without affection or enthusiam." By
being formal and impersonal, the bureaucrat was to
be a dignified representative of the State who could
regularly apply the law without his private emotions.
In 1995 we still want to guard against hatred, prejudice, favoritism, and unethical behavior. But we want
public employees with passion, caring, and enthusiasm directed toward common goals, and democratic
values (see Figure 5) that give a sound foundation
to their vision.
We believe public service to be noble. Hundreds of thousands of Virginians give unstintingly
of their time and energy, whether they be harassed
school board members, dedicated teachers, or school
janitors. But people revert to just punching the clock
or stop volunteering whenever they feel that what
they do has little meaning or consequence.
We are not asking that people ascribe to one
vision or set of values. It is for every person to look
inside themselves and articulate a personal vision
about what means the most to them and how it is
connected to their work. (For example, at age 17
I went to work for a state mental hospital, when
many people were being warehoused in these insti-

tutions. A profound life lesson-for me, human
dignity became bedrock. I went into public administration because I saw that it was public administrators
who set up and ran the systems that daily either
assaulted or advanced human dignity for clients,
co-workers, citizens, and themselves.)
Isolated personal visions don't bring about [arreaching change. Warehousing the mentally ill
stopped because of a new collective vision of community-based services. Every personal and department
vision needs to be "nested" in a larger vision for the
whole organization and the community it serves, a
vision that top leaders must initiate.
Arlington's vision is a diverse community of
dynamic, secure, residential and commercial neighborhoods; a learning, caring, participating community
in which each person is important. The City of
Norfolk Public Service Values and Ideals embrace
"Serve with honor":
The chieffunction ofgovernment at all times is
to serve the best interests of all the people... Every
city employee likewise assumes the commitment
to serve the public with respect, concern, courtesy and responsiveness, recognizing that service
to the public is beyond service to oneself.
Does lofty talk seem cheap? Without extensive
consensus-building, delivering on these values will not
drive decision making, operations, or individual actions. It's not the statement that is real, it's the buy-in
process where many employees commit to living and
practicing the vision.
The most credible witness I ever heard was a
Norfolk garbage collector who was so excited about
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his public works department and the 100
innovations he and others had made happen in a
single year. This man was a leader, full of initiative,
who wanted to go on the road to share this message
to the public works employees in other communities. As Studs Terkel quotes an assembly-line worker,
"Our jobs are too small for our spirits." People like
this garbage collector are the direct reason that
Norfolk has been able to shrink its workforce from
5,200 to 4,000 while delivering quality, value-added
servIces.
The swing is definitely toward decentralization of decisions: out of Washington, D. C. and
Richmond, and, at the local level, out of the front
offices and more into the field and front lines. But
this will result in chaos and fragmentation if there
is no strong glue of a strong work culture to bind
the whole together.
If we lose sight of the meaning of public service, we lessen ourselves by detracting from the sense
of worth in our lives. We also lose much of what
can bond us together with fellow workers and officials in achieving goals. That lets everyone down.
We challenge people to rise to their best selves, not
only in willingness to give more of themselves, but
to recognize the good in others to whom they are
bound. De ocracy rests on cooperative spirit, and
few cooperat with those who malign them.

FIGURE 5
"What Shall We Become?"
Value-Driven Change

SOURCE: See Figure 3.

3 rd LEVER:
STRATEGY, STRUCTURE, SYSTEMS
A government agency needs a sound business strategy just as much as any private firm. If vision is
dreams plus action, then strategy is the countless
decisions that translate into a reality consistent and
faithful to that vision. Strategic planning is something too important for just the planning department;
everyone in line authority and operations needs to
be engaged, as well as the community. James City
County, for instance, is working to mesh its strategic planning process with its process for
comprehensive land use planning and to greatly
increase citizen involvement. Virginia Beach is pursuing a more strategic systems approach with a new
process begun at a 1994 council retreat. 70 issues
have been framed into 11 major priorities, and 3
have been selected for pilots: economic vitality, safe
city, and quality of work life. The city's goal is a
less turf-driven process that will shape future investment in human resources, budgets, and
technology.
Indiscriminate cutbacks can cause serious harm,
like surgery without any diagnostics tests as guides.
Re-engineering is a basic strategy that creates a positive
plan for rethinking the work process for service delivery. When public agencies are being pressured
to privatize functions and streamline others, they
first have to ask, "What core-business are we in?
Are there other service delivery ways that could get
us to the same or better results? How can we continually make process adjustments?" Given the
diversity ofVirginia's localities, these may have different answers as localities search for innovative
solutions.
For organizational renewal, systems need to
be revamped, especially the major support systems
like human resources, financial management, budgeting, procurement, internal audit, technology, and
information management. The relationships between
line and staff must be reworked to make sure everything adds value to the enterprise. The shift ofcentral
staff agencies from control to internal service is
especially profound in the personnel area, like
Arlington's human resources department identifying its 16 stakeholders and devising strategies for
each one's needs. Or all Charlottesville employees
rewriting their position descriptions from scratch
to tie into their organization vision and values; the
number ofposition classifications subsequently went
from 270 to 100. Incentive strategies are crucial,
like Charlottesville's peer performance pay system
focusing on team rewards, and gainsharing being
expanded to all departments.
Incentives for productivity and savings can be
built into budgeting. Accountability is ever more
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important, but what gets counted needs to be rethought, in both benchmarking and performance
measurement. Whose opinion is courted? Hampton, for instance, does annual citizen satisfaction
surveys of its services, and results ~re tied to
employee pay.
With purpose being revisited, structure
becomes a ripe area for strategic choices, such as
consolidating local social services or co-services
between local governments and the separate school
districts, to share common administrative services
for greater efficiency and coordination. Structure
questions can be over the form of government
itself. Business leaders involved in the Urban Partnership (a top priority of the Virginia Chamber of
Commerce and urban jurisdictions) are realizing
that structure can be a major impediment to economic viability. Virginia's independent city system
featuring separate county and city governance, taxing, and several delivery systems, and few incentives
for regional bonding can be a serious disadvantage
when the Richmond area must compete with Charlotte or Jacksonville for new industry. The basic
structure of the legal, financial, and functional relationship between the state and local governments is
also a critical arena for the work of leadership.

4 th LEVER: CAPACITY BUILDING
Fundamental institutional change takes time. Think
of the three previous change levers as the necessary
skeleton to hold the collective enterprise together on
the right path. But, a fit and responsive whole body
also needs capacity building-the sinew and muscle
achieved through dedicated practice. This is a constant enabling process of new skills, experiences, and
continuous improvement at the individual, team, and
organization-wide levels. Jurisdictions like Lynchburg,
Roanoke, Hampton, and Norfolk are finding that they
have to target organization development as a priority.
Some key areas for capacity building are intellectual,
relationship, and community.
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A Learning Government. "People are our greatest
resource." This is a sentiment touted by many agencies, public and private. But if it is really a core
belief, it will show in constant efforts to build human intellectual capital, instead of cutting corners
on education. During the last 4 years as it continued to downsize, Norfolk has tripled the number
of employees going back to school with tuition assistance; 95% have met their grade requirements.
Roanoke has increased its development and training budget three-fold.
The skills and knowledge that serve us now
will not suffice 10 years from now, unless we continue life-long learning. Every professional faces this

challenge-the municipal lawyer, the social worker,
the civil engineer, as well as blue collar and support
workers. Every part-time elected official faces an even
more daunting challenge: to become a generalist
who is expected to know something about every
specialty and everything, from dog tags, trash tipping fees, major capital finance, to the Code of
Virginia.
Everyone working for the public needs to be
constantly learning, just to keep up. For the University ofVirginia Cooper Center and the other public
universities and colleges collaborating with the
Institute of Government, it is fitting that academics make a contribution, but it has to be done in
ways far different from traditional ivory tower, textand-classroom instruction. Our business is adult
learning, where all are learners, actively participating in their own education and constantly challenged
to apply it to relevant, real-world practice.
Relationship Building. Centuries ago, John Donne
wrote that no man is an island. Being interconnected
with events in Asia or Oklahoma City is not the same
thing, however, as people feeling voluntarily bound
together for their common good. The new mindset
is moving beyond competitive, rugged individualism
to cooperative, rugged teamwork. Johnson County,
Kansas, is a community of 400,000 that has committed to the High Performance Government Model. A
key leader is their legal counsel, Don Jarrett, who describes it as:

Teamness is an Attitude
• The belief that each of us is responsible for the
success ofeach other and the success of the group
or organization as a whole.
• The belief that no one of us is as effective as all
ofus.
• The beliefthat success ofthe organization is success
for each of us.
The belief that each member is a teammate, not
a customer or competitor.
Teamwork is also learning and practicing a set of behaviors-commitment, collaboration, cooperation,
communication, consideration, consensus, coherence,
and community-the "Co" behaviors as Jarrett describes them. After a tornado ruined their historic
downtown, Petersburg's overworked staffcredit their
rebuilding to a new culture of teamwork and open
communications that invites everyone to stretch their
minds and bring their best to the table.
Every action we take has consequences for
relationship-building or relationship-damaging. The
actions of those in positions of authority set the
climate under which everyone else functions. Daniel
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Yankelovich and John Immerwahr, at the Public
Agenda Foundation, found that only 230/0 of the
American workforce say they enjoy their work and
are working as hard as they can.
How do we reach the other 770/0? They cannot be badgered or controlled to reach their full
potential. At the core of any relationship are two
simple questions: Do you care for me? Can I trust
you? Top officials and managers must show a credible "trust and lead" commitment to the workforce.
Unless those with authority "walk the talk" and
positively demonstrate first that they are committed to employees, employees won't accept ownership
for the organization. Employees need greater voice
both up the line and, horizontally, across work unit
and department lines, to focus on common ground.
"A culture of employee involvement must permeate everything we do" is a Hampton notion, where
110 work groups give the 1,400 employees many
chances to be involved.

Community Building. A community is a boundary for real shared relationships. The United States
is a superpower, not because of its nuclear arsenal,
but because thousands of healthy communities add
up to the greatest economy in the world.
Bob M tson, the Cooper Ce~ter's leadership
development director, describes our efforts as a
"communitarian strategy" to build better and healthier
communities (See Figure 5). To put a spin on a
well-known phrase, "all community is locaL" Government serves the public, it is not the public itself.
The full public sphere is civic groups, social organizations, nonpr fit groups, neighborhood associations,
and concerned corporate citizens. Very different
people come together from their isolated selves to
create a "We," a community of shared interest. If
we don't succeed at better community-building,
special interests will predominate, given the nature
of our pluralistic society.
A city manager made this telling remark "Our
local governments are seen as distant and separate
from our communities, so we must first remove those
walls to be more a part ofthe community." No matter
how professional and expert, the public workforce
can not fix complex, social problems with technocratic answers. As another manager described the
new mindset, the definition for good problem solving has turned from good decision making by a few
to good consensus building where every stakeholder
is at the table. We are working on acquiring a knowledge base of good community building processes
that can achieve this ambitious goal of redefining
citizenship in a meaningful, positive, and relevant
way for more Virginians.

DEMOCRACYIS INEVITABLE,
BUTNOTEASY
"Democracy Is Inevitable" is a classic 1974 article
by Philip Slater and Warren Bennis, from the Harvard
Business ReviewS. Slater and Bennis find democracy
inevitable "because it is the only system that can
successfully cope with the changing demands of
contemporary civilization, in business as well as in
government."
If democracy is inevitable for the Fortune 500
and smaller business enterprises, how much more
ripe for Virginia's 325 local governments to deliver
on democracy with greater participation, opportunity, accountability, openness, and community
involvement? EvelY public agency needs to change
internally and externally.
Our own vision is to help that change
process. Our work is about helping these public
officials realize the highest level of ethical, effective
stewardship for their communities. We believe that
such stewardship will help close the gap between
government and its true owners, the citizens, by
delivering democracy, as well as effective prudent
services. If the 21 st century is to be the renaissance
oflocal governments, it will be because it is the century
of grassroots democracy. •
5 Reis ued in Septen1ber-October
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About the Virginia Institute of Government
The Virginia Institute of Government grew
out of a broad-based coalition of individuals
and associations who saw the need for a new
organization that would expand the training,
technical assistance, and information resources
available to Virginia local governments. Key
members of that coalition included:
Virginia Local Government Management
Association
Virginia Municipal League
Virginia Association of Counties
Local Government Attorneys ofVirginia, Inc.
Weldon Cooper Center for Public Service,
University of Virginia
Virginia Alliance for the Public Service
The 1994 Virginia General Assembly,
recognizing the need for such an organization,
created the Virginia Institute of Government
at the University of Virginia's Weldon Cooper Center for Public Service, effective July 1,
continued
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About the Virginia Institute of Government (continued)
1994. The Institute has been charged with three
primary: purposes:

1. To develop a comprehensive training curriculum for local government officials, and
then broker the delivery oftraining through
existing and new providers, including state
and local agencies, institutions ofhigher edu..
cation, professional associations, and other
organizations;
2. Inventory all technical data and information bases and develop a technical library
with data bases and information banks to
share this information with the Commonwealtl~ and its localities; and
3. Gather and supply information to state and
local officials on various aspects oflocal goverhment operations.
The Institute operates with an advisory board
of 18 members, each appointed for a 2-year term,
with a 2-term limit. The positions and appointme)1tsmade as ofNove.mber 15,1994 are:

6 members fropt the legislative branch,
comprised of:
2 senators: Hunter B. Andrews and Joseph V.
Gattlan, Jr.
4 delegates: Mary T. Christian, Whittington W.
Clement, Franklin P. Hall, and John Watkins
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6 members from the executive branch,
appointed by the governor, to include;
2 cabinet officials: Beverly H. Sgro, Secretary of
Education, and Michael E. Thomas;
Secretary ofAdministration
4 representatives ofhigher education: Kay A. Kemper,
Old Dominion University; Earl H.
McClenney, Virginia State University;
William R. Nelson, Jam:e~ MadisonUniversity; and Rby L. Pearson, The College of
Williatn ana Mary
6 members from local governments,
comprised of appointees from:
Virginia Municipal League: Michael Amyx,
Executive Director
Virginia Association of Counties: Katherine K.
Hanley, Fairfax County Board ofSupervisors
Virginia Local Government Management Association: Connie Bawcum, Richmond Deputy City
Manager (city representativ~)) and Anton
(Tony) Gardner, Arlington County Manager
(county representative)
Local GovernmentAttorneys ofVirginia, Inc.: Mark
K..F\ynn, Winchester City Attorney
VirginiaJ1sso~/(ltion of L{J~ally Elected Constitutiona/Officers: RayA.Conner, Chesapeake
City Commissioner of Revenue
For more information on the Institute,
please contact Billie Easton at the Richmond Office
of the Weldon Cooper Center for Public
Service, 804~371-0126.
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